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NAB 2017: Zylight Debuts Pro-Zoom LED Spots
LOS ANGELES – April 19, 2017 – Zylight, a leading manufacturer and distributor of innovative LED
lighting solutions, today announced its Pro-Zoom line of LED zoom ellipsoidals. Developed as a highpowered spot or gobo projector for television stages, broadcast news studios, and live theatre, the new
ellipsoidal fixtures offer a choice of zoom lenses suited for various lighting projects. Zylight will debut the
new lights at the 2017 NAB Show (Booth C7947), which runs April 24-27 in Las Vegas, Nev.
The product family features three, 200w lights with different optical zoom ranges to fit most stage lighting
requirements: the Pro-Zoom Wide, with a 30-55 degree beam width; Pro-Zoom Medium, with an 18-36
degree beam; and Pro-Zoom Narrow, with an 8-22 degree beam. Zylight also offers the Pro-Zoom Plus
Narrow, which features a brighter 230w LED engine and 8-22 degree beam width.
All Pro-Zoom fixtures are available in tungsten (3200K) or daylight (5600K), and feature a double
condenser optical system for clean and precise gobo projection. Pro-Zoom stays cool during operation,
so delicate materials such as acetate films can be used to create low-cost, customized color gobos using
an inkjet or laser printer. Pro-Zooms also include integrated shutters, built-in effects, and full DMX control
with RDM compatibility.
“Zylight’s new Pro-Zoom LED spotlight is a great choice for lighting professionals who need focusing
flexibility in an LED solution,” said Joe Arnao, president of Zylight. “Different scenes have different
spotlight requirements, so we’ve built the Pro-Zoom line to include a choice of zoom lenses at a price
point below fixed focal length fixtures.”
With prices starting at $1,899, the new Pro-Zoom family of LED spots will be available this summer.

ABOUT ZYLIGHT LLC
Founded in 2003, Zylight LLC is the leading manufacturer and distributor of intelligent LED lighting
instruments for the film and video production industry. Every model in its easy-to-use lighting system
produces fully calibrated bright white light, while some also provide a spectrum of adjustable colors
without gels. Wireless control and DMX integration, as well as AC or DC power options, are available.
Plus, Zylight is also the exclusive distributor throughout North and South America for Aladdin flexible
panels, Rayzr 7 high-output Fresnels, LDDE color wash systems for theater and stage, USHIO follow
spots, NanGuang cost effective Fresnels, and FXLion portable power solutions. With more than 100
dealers worldwide, Zylight continues to develop and distribute innovative LED lighting solutions to deliver
the right tools for the job. Find out more at www.zylight.com.
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